2020 Cargill
East Region
NonGMO YSB Program

Premiums
Month
January
February
March
April

Premium
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.40

Delivery Points
Month
May
June
July

Premium
1.40
1.50
1.50

Details
Buyers call delivery
Producer must complete and sign a Grower Agreement and IP
Checklist
It is a BUSHEL contract
NPE contracts will be put in for their bushels. Any additional overrun
is by agreement only. We cannot guarantee we can buy more than the
bushels contracted.
There is NO Act of God Clause.
This is not variety specific
Newly purchased seed. Bin run seed not preferred.
Seed receipts must be produced if requested
Specifications:
Grain
Moisture
Splits
Total damaged
Heat damaged
Foreign material
Odor

US #1 Yellow
Soybeans
13.0% or less
20.0% or less
2.0% or less
.20% or less
1.0% or less
Cool, sweet

Max .2% yellow corn allowed in a sample. Amounts over .2% could be
subject to rejection.
99.0% nongmo purity, tested upon arrival at Mercer Landmark
Latty facility

Effective 3/2/2020

Ohio
Mercer Landmark
Latty Branch

Other Details:
Delivery is set in a 30 day time of shipment. This is BUYERS CALL. We will do our best to get the grain in
within the contracted window but set expectation that it may fall into the first 2 weeks of the next month.
Once we fill a shipment it is FULL. As we do get closer to delivery, we may be able to make some
adjustments.
Price is location delivered basis + the premium + futures = Cash Price. Any Mercer Landmark contract
alternatives can be used with the contract. NPE (DP) with fees will be available on a limited quantity of
bushels. Open storage is not an option on nongmo grains.
When signing up, keep in mind that the max bushels that could be delivered in a 3-5 day time frame in a
given month. This is a guideline to keep a customers from over committing themselves to delivery and to
allow multiple customers to spread out logistics risk.
Buyers Call means that we will contact the producer to arrange delivery timing for the beans.
Grain is tested for nongmo purity upon arrival to destination.
NonGMO bushels are not eligible for patronage through Mercer Landmark.

Effective 3/2/2020

